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ABSTRACT 

The importance of non-Markovian contributions is due to their ap
parence in asymptotic particle trajectories involved in the Oupree-Weinstock 
and renormalized theories of plasma turbulence. Several recent misunderstan
ding about such terms appeal for some comments. 

From the Klimontovich equation, the derivation of various forms of 
the exact master equation is reviewed for plasma turbulence : the equivalence 
between the non-Markovian forms of the master equation (like the Weinstock 
equation) and apparently Harkovian forms (like the subdynamics result) is used 
to study non-Harkovian contributions* The latter are defined in the same way 
as in statistical mechanics. 

Contrary to «hat has been claimed by Jones, and Pelletier, respecti
vely» (i) the usual quasi-linear description actually involves an additional 
adiabatic or Markovian approximation, and (ii) the apparently Narkovian equa
tion and the group property of the corresponding propagator are not restricted 
to the white noise case. It is shown that these misleading conclusions are 
mainly due to restricted particular understandings of the non-Harkovian pro
perty. 

Explicit results of non-Harkovian contributions «re derived in the 
lowest order approximation. Such non-Harkovian terms yield significative con
tributions to asymptotic perturbed trajectories involved in renormalized 
theories of plasma turbulence. 

\ 



I - INTRODUCTION 

Host of the kinetic descriptions of plasma turbulence proposed in 
this last decade are fully similar to previous derivations of kinetic equations 
in statistical mechanics. From an exact thus reversible equation (Kliraontovich-
Liouvilledescribing the time evolution of the distribution function (d.f.)f(t) 

î j f W - L W F W 
one can first derive a "master" equation describing for instance the time evo
lution of the average d.f. f"(t). As this can be done without any approximation» 
this master equation is thus fully equivalent to the exact equation (1). We 
will show that this exact master equation can be written in various but equi
valent forms Î convolutionless end non-Harkovian forms* The asymptotic evolu
tion for long times can then be derived by a suitable limiting procedure which 
leads to a kinetic equation. As the latter is generally irreversible, it is 
obviously no*>: equivalent to (1). 

In plasma turbulence descriptions several misleading conclusions have 
been recently published concerning the importance and even the occurence of 
non-Harkovian contributions in master and kinetic equations. As these contribu
tions appear to be important in the perturbed orbits appearing in renormalized 
turbulence theories, we think it can be useful to precise what is currently 
meant by "non-Markovian" contributions» and to shed some light on some mislea
ding conclusions about such terms. 

The non-Harkovian property of a given time-evolution is usually de
fined by the fact that the time evolution of a quantity is given in terms of 
the same quantity at the same time* Inversely, when the time evolution is given 
in terms of the past history of this quantity, the corresponding evolution is 
generally said to be non-local in time or non-Harkovian (see for instance /~1_7 
and /2_7)(*)» In spite of the apparent simplicity of such property, we stress 
the fact that it only characterizes the form of the equation and does not 
always affect the physical process. This is a well-known point in statistical 
mechanics / 4, 5_7. In plasma turbulence theory this can be illustrated in the 

* This Harkovian property of an evolution equation (which is discussed in the 
present paper) has not to be confused with the stochastic properties of the 
involved stochastic variable. In Bourret'F '.-.ork for instance / 3_?» it is clear
ly, seen that a non-Markovian evolution equation (eq. 2.7 thus also eq. 2.8 in 
/ 3_7 can be associated with a stochastic Markovian process (eq. 2.9 in /~16^7) 
In the same evolution equation 12.10). 
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equivalence between the non-Markovian Weinstock master equation C^J a i l d t h e 

formally Markovian master equation derived by us /~7_7-

The aim of the present work is to formulate some remarks on recently 
published misleading conclusions which seem to be due to a questionable defi
nition of the Markovian property. In Section II we summarize the method propo
sed by Jones / 8_7 to take non-Markovian effects into account by expressing the 
past history of f(t') in terms of some inverse operator acting of f"(t) itself. 
By this method a formally Markcvian equation is obtained. As explained in Sec
tion III this is a direct application of the statistical mechanical method 
used to derive exact master equations / 5, 6, 7_7* Here, "exact" means that no 
approximation is applied ; contrary to what has been done in /f8_7, the initial 
fluctuation term is treated exactly. In Section IV we recall the two different 
methods us-- to derive kinetic equations of plasma turbulence t (i) the usual 
method which takes the limit t 0 + -« and assumes that the initial fluctua
tion term vanishes in this limit, and (ii) the subdynamics method which allows 
to show that the kinetic equation holds for a general class of initial fluctua
tions which is conserved by the exact motion. The advantage of the latter 
method lies in the fact that the source term of the master equation vanishes 
in the asymptotic limit of long times. In this method the non-Markovian con
tributions are taken into account explicitly by means of a propagator which 
plays the same role as the inverse operators in the master equation studied by 
Fulinski / 5_7 and Jones / 8_7. The important point is that aon-Markovian con
tributions are hidden in a formally Markovian equation. 

Lowest order approximations are considered in Section V, and non-
Markovian contributions are explicitly calculated. These terms are proved to 
occur even in what Jones has called the Markovian approximation. Contrary to 
what has been claimed in that work / 8_7, the formal disappearance of the 
non-Markovian terms (performed by using a propagator /~7_7 or an inverse 
operator / 5_7) does not mean that a Markovian approximation has been applied : 
to recover the usual quasi-linear (QL) equation one thus needs to apply this 
additional approximation. We think that such discrepancy is due to a mislea
ding definition of Markovian property. In Section VI we discuss briefly several 
paradoxes and misleading conclusions which have been published recently in the 
plasma turbulence literature. We also stress the importance of these non-
Markovian contributions in the asymptotic perturbed trajectoried occuring in 
the theories of plasma turbulence : as usual, controversies about specific 



particular results are generated by misunderstanding concerning basic or fun-

iwiental properties. Without adding any new result, the present note is inten-

,<oJ to clarify some points of current interest in plasma turbulence theories. 

;l - WEINSTOCK'S MASTER EQUATION ANP THE JONES TREATMENT OF NON-MARKOVIAN TERMS 

It has recently been proposed by Jones ̂  8_7 that the integro-

differential kinetic equation for plasma turbulence / 6, 7_7 is equivalent to 

an expansion of the collision operator that could be strictly Harkovian to any 

finite order. As explained by Jones, this would mean that the Harkovian (or 

adiaiatic) approximation usually performed to deduce the QI> description would 

not be a further approximation. This would be in contradiction with usual .treat

ments and derivations of the QL description (see e.g. p. 155 in / 9_7). 

He think that the discrepancy corresponds to a different meaning 

which is given to the concept of Markovian and non-Markovian contributions to 

a given evolution equation. 

Jones ^~8_7 considers the Weinstock (exact) master equation descri

bing the time evolution of the average d.f. f(t) : 

ft 
[\-Ua]p(tj-Jat! <L'(fcj -ftA^ej© i > ; > f fej 

+ <L'(t) BA(t,kJB f'^'iy 
(2) 

in terms of the average and fluctuating Vlasov operators, L(t) and L'(t), res

pectively, and of the Keinstock propagator (*) 'BA'B ! 

\ "BACWB = B L ( t ) b A / W B (3) 

Here B = 1 - A and A is' the averaging operator. Equation (2) explicitly depends 

on the initial fluctuation f'(to) and is written in a non-Markovian form : the 

evolution of ?(t) is given in terms of ï(t' ) at all earlier times of the inter

val <t0, t>. 

* This operator is denoted by 0^ in the Jones and Weinstock works, and by 
(1 - D)YU - D) in Fulinski's work f i j . 



In the paper hy Jones [ 8_7 the initial fluctuation term is neglected 
and the non-Markovian dependence in f(t') is formally eliminated by means of 
the following relation (eq. (11) in ^~8_7) : 

f ( t ' ] = U"(b', t)— f«0 ,,, 
' 1 - 2HkM) 

Here U 0 is a free propagator (A) describing the free evolution of particles in 
absence of the perturbing fluctuating fields x 

O f c U°(fc,t.) - Lit) U'ffc.V.) w 

By inserting Uj(t', t) Ug(t, t') = 1, equation (2) is thus written as : 

f>b-llt]]F(b| - J J-Ur'< L'fb] (6Aft,yjBu'fr.t)) 
L. L y t « . ^ (6) 

Using an interaction representation defined by UQ propagators, this equation 
can easily seen to oe identical with eq. (12) of Jones C*3 with the following 
notations : û \ 

Lj f c) «frklfcj 

u^Cb.ejL'iejurtt'.H =s> L l̂fc'J 
In eq. <6) the two first UQ propagators exactly compensate, but several opera
tors still act on f(t), namely B/\B on one hand, and Uo(t', t) and D(t, t') 
on the other hand. Even with the definition adopted by Jones » it thus seems to 
be misleading to write that such operator "contains no free propagators" / 8_7< 
Actually the curly bracket in eq. (6) is still operating on f(t), even in the 
lowest (QL) approximation» We come back on this approximation in Section V. 

* Let us remark that what Jones calls a free propagator, in a given expres
sion involving several propagators, in any non-compensated propagator U which 
acts beyond this expression (thus expressing the fact that such expression is 
still an operator). He prefer to use the standard definition of statistical 
mechanics where the_free propagator is defined by the "unperturbed" or free 
streaming operator Lit), corresponding to the "unperturbed" Hamiltonian. 
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III - SEVERAL EXACT MASTER EQUATIONS 

In eq. (6), the non-Markovian property of eq. (1) has been hidden in 
the curly bracket. Jones /~8_7 uses Un and D to take this property into account 
f*(t') has been expressed in terms of f"(c) by means of an inverse (*0. Such pro
cedure is rather well-known in the study of master equations £%, 5, 7, 10, 11_7 
Jones has however applied this procedure without considering the initial fluc
tuation tern, and this can be physically important in the long time limit. 

We want to formulate here a remark concerning the intimate relation 
which exists between the form of the collision term and the initial fluctuation 
term. From a Liouville eq. (1), several exact evolution equations can be deri
ved for the average (or diagonal £~10_7) d.f.. Applying the averaging operator 
A on eq. (1) gives : 

\ fife) » A Lit) . K'K fit! ( 8 ) 

Fulinski's' method to transform the Liouville or Klimontovich eq. Ci.) into ge
neral exact master equations consists to introduce K'K = 1 and to consider 
several values of the operator K. This method allows him to construct exact 
master equations "of almost any desired form" (_ SJ. He introduces the propa
gator U 

O. UCb,M = L i t ) lUt.Vo] 
fe ' (9) 

describing the exact evolution of f(t) (see eq. (1)) and writes eq. (8) in the 
form 

\ FW = ft Ufc)UU,fe.) Vc'K f<fc„) 

-- Lit) fit) + A LlklSUfct^^ffe] 1 1 0 ' 

(see for instance eq. (2.11) in /"lOj? with the following notations : D ̂ — ^ A, 
Z — » U). Following the value chosen for the operator K, exact master equa
tions can be obtained in convolutionless (i.e. apparently Markovian) or non-
Harkovian forms. 



For instance in eq. (3.6) of Ref. /'sj or eq. (2.5) of Ref. /"w_7. 
Fulinski uses 

K = <L + fi ( C^t,t0) . -1 ] (u) 
and eq. (10) can be written as (see eq. (3.5) in /"5_7 or (2.10) in /"l0,7 : 

From the following choice (see eq. (2.10 a) in /~K>_7) : 

K - - i + ft (u.(t.,t) ft U(t,W] - - l) da) 

another convolutionless or apparently Harkovian exact master equation is 
derived : 

f». - Cwlf [tj » n LW» U(tA.) — - [f\ u(t.,t)pt) * f ' tu] 

As explained in / S_/» the K chosen in (11) and (13) are particular 
cases of (*) : 

'£ (15) 
K 

which gives 

( 
which is equivalent to eq. (2.9) of Ref. / 5_7* This equation is a general 
form of the exact master equation for plasma turbulence. Particular cases like 
eq. (12) or (14} can be obtained from particular definitions of the operators 
P, Q and R (respectively P = 1, Q - 0, R - 6(tj - t) and P = 1, Q = 0, 
R = AU(t(j, t) 6(ti - t)). Convolutioaless master equations are obtained with 
a singular R term» otherwise non-Harkovian equations are obtained. A non-
vanishing Q term has been introduced by Fulinslci in order to allow for an 

* The only difference with eq. (2.7) of Ref. i"$J is that we explicitly 
introduce the time convolution in the last term in R. 
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explicit dependence on the average initial function. 

One can easily show that the non-Markovian Weinstock equation (2) 

which is the basis of many plasma turbulence descriptions, can also be derived 

as a particular case of the general eq. (16), corresponding to 

K . U C t . M , Vc'= UUo.t) v.?) 

or F.-S:A(t(t«)&
;•••, CKo- yp(fc,t,)s-&AtWti)B.UW ( 1 8 ) 

Both descriptions (17 and 18) are indeed equivalent because of the following 

relation which follows from (9) and (3) : 

" . ._ / fc» 
The tfeinstock eq. (2) so-obtained .appears to be a slightly modified version of 

Fulinski's eq. (3.4) in l~5_?> equivalent to Leaf's eq. (3.16) in £~H_7. As 

previously noted, Weinstock's master equation is the plasma version of the ge

neral master equation as obtained by Zwanzig and Prîgogîne-Résibois / 4, 11.7. 

The application of Fulinski's method which has been performed in this 

Section clearly shows the equivalence between non-Markovian and apparently 

Markovian (convolutionless) master equations (12» 14, 2). 

Another form of the exact master equation for plasma turbulence has 

been obtained by us / 7_? by using the subdynamics method. This method allows 

us to clearly separate two different subdynamics for the two components of the 

d.f. : a first component (the kinetic one) exactly satisfies a closed kinetic 

equation, and another component described by an independent equation. When sum

ming both components, and exact master equation is obtained. Without referring 

to the physical content of thia method / 7_7, we can schematize a simplified 

derivation of the so-obtained exact master equation. We define the function g* 

by the following splitting of the fluctuating function : 

fit) *a/Ct) + C U ) f(t) (20) 



where . 

<ruu fat* &A{t1t
,)&L,ffjfi7(f,fe) 

and 

*>fcY(fc,W« [LW + <L'(H(Efb)>]v(t,t.) ( a 2 ) 

We substitute (17) in the averaged eq. (1) : 

\f(« = L W f l H + <L'Wf'»t)> l23, 

and immediatly obtain the exact master equation in the following form : 

Here the collision operator is given by 

Gib ] . < L'(t) £ («> { M ) 

The value of the source term 

git) S <L'W $'(«> (26) 

Î3 actually related to the initial value of the function g*. In Appendix A 

we derive : 

! 
which allows us to write the source term (26) as 

§[tU <L'W Z(W a ' t t .)> < M , 

where Z is a compact notation for the operator appearing in eq. (3.34) of 

Ref. / 7_7- The importance of eq- (28) comes from the following point : the 

class of initial fluctuations which satisfy 

<£&,) rf'(tb) - <ECt.)ftW ^° (29) 



are such that the condition g' = 0 is conserved in time by the exact motion 
(simply because the evolution equation for g f (eq. A. <0 is homogeneous). 

IV - KINETIC EQUATION 

The kinetic equation describing the long time behaviour of the exact 
Heinstock master equation (2) is usually obtained by the following procedure : 

(1) to * - • 
(30)-

(2) f'(t0) = 0 

which means that the initial time is rejected to minus infinity, and the con
tribution of the initial fluctuation is assumed to vanish. The kinetic equation 
for plasma turbulence is thus : • 

[\- C(b)]pW - Ut' < L'm B A (t.t'J B. L7b'}) f (b>) ( 3 1 ) 

We note that in the limiting procedure (30) tg appears as a privileged time. 

A remarkable point is that this kinetic equation is also obtained by 
assuming that the initial fluctuations rather satisfy eq. (29). Contrary to the 
assumption f'(to) = 0, eq. (29) has the advantage of being conserved by the 
exact motion : 

f ' t u -- <£-cw Rto) _ > f'iq = cet)fm ( 3 a ) 

In such conditions, S = 0 and our master equation (2H) reduces to 

^ t f w "- t LW * G-'1*] f ( t ) < 3 3 > 
Actually this equation is the apparently Markovian form equivalent to the non-
Markovian eq. (31). The equivalence can be checked by noting that the collision 
operator (use (21) in (25)) : 

6(t) = Ut' <L,(t)BA(t,f)B L'U'^V/t'.fc) ( w ) 

involves 

V(t',b>: : [V(b,t')]" (35) 
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(because of the group property). This inverse operator takes the non-Markovian 
contributions into account in eq. (33) : in the so-defined kinetic regime» the 
solution of (33) is indeed described by V- (see eqs. 22 and 33) which appears 
to be the asymptotic propagator. We thus have 

(36) S t o f W » /cU' <L'U0 BAffc,V)» L*(t')> ptf) 
This proves the equivalence between the asymptotic eq. (31) deduced from the 
Veinstock master equation with assumption (30), and the kinetic equation (3C) 
deduced with assumption (29). As both master equations are equivalent) this 
also proves the equivalence of assumptions (29) and (30) : the kinetic regime 
(29) is thus equivalent to the asymptotic long tine regime (30) usually consi
dered. The propagator V included in the collision operator thus exactly des
cribes the non-Harkovian contributions in the asymptotic regime. The practical 
advantage of our master equation (2*0 lies in the fact that it is written in 
a form which makes the asymptotic limit easier to handle (S = 0), and that 
non-Harkovian contributions are explicitly taken into account by the propa
gator 7. This is the standard method used in statistical mechanics to take 
non-Markovian contributions into account / 4_7. In the next Section we will 
use this method to evaluate non-K. ̂ kovian contribution in the lowest order 
approximation in order to elucidate what is meant by "Harkovian approximation" 
in Jones work. 

V - LOWEST ORDER APPROXIMATION ' 

Jones /~8_7 has given a proof that the lowest order approximation in 
the formal expansion in L' also represents the lowest order term in a physical 
parameter which describes the turbulent perturbation of particle orbits. Let 
us consider the formal expansion in L 1, ignoring for the moment the renormali-
zation problem /"?, 12^7. To the lowest order in L', the kinetic equation (31, 
33) yields the QL C"diabaticn /~13_7 because non-Harkovian) equation (or Bourret 
approximation I 3 /) '• 

fV 
[ \ -Ufe)]pt) = Ufc' <L'mir(t,t1)L,lt,)> ft*) (37) 

(QM> : B) 
because UQ is clearly the lowest order approximation for E>A& (see eqs. 3 and 
5). Here the non-Markovian contributions clearly originate in the time varia
tion of f~(t') ?t f(t). This difference can be made explicit by means of eq. (31) 
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f(b')= [u'Cfc'.t") *0(L'*)]fW (38) 

(this is equivalent to say that the free progator L'o i s the lowest order 

approximation of the propagator \F). Substituting (38) in (3?)> we recover the 

QL âiabatio approximation to lowest order : 

•i»» (lowest order OLD) 

This is the lowest order approximation of our kinetic equation (33) written in 

an apparently Markovian form. Non-Markovian contributions are however taken 

into account by means of Uptt', t) =£= 1. Hote that this equation can also be 

derived directly as the lowest order approximation of the Hoinstock equation 

(2) with the asymptotic approximation (30). 

* • ••• This equation (39)'is obviously identical with eq. (13) in the Jones 

paper /"8_7, which is however presented by Jones as "including the Markovian 

or adiabatic approximation". He think that such assertion corresponds to a mis

leading definition of Markovian terms. Actually the present derivaxion of 

eq. (39) clearly shows that no Markovian approximation has been used : on the 

contrary, non-Markovian corrections have been taken into account explicitly 

by means of (38)(*). 

In order to derive from (39) the usual QL Harrovian equation 

("adiabatic approximation" /~9_7)» a further approximation has to be used : 

U0(t', t) = 1, which gives : 

* We fully agree with the proof by Jones /™8_7 who shows that higher order 
non-Markovian corrections (i.e. Q(L l 2) in eq. (38)) would correspond to terms 
beyond the QL description. Eq. (39) is thus the correct lowest order (QL) des
cription. ? 

Non-linear terms in (L*) 2 introduced by the non-Markovian contribution (see 
eq. 38) seems to have been explicitly calculated for the first time by Klimas 
et al. /~13_/ in the QL "diabatic" (or Bourret) equation (37), In the cosmic 
ray diffusion problem they showed that the adiabatic or Markovian approxima
tion leads to an incorrect description of the complete (QL diabatic or Bourret) 
solution. Their work strongly argue in favour of the importance of the non-
Markovian behaviour of the QL evolution, at least in a strong magnetic field. 
It has however to be stressed that the description of Klimas et al. /~13_7 gees 
further than the lowest order QL description (even in a non-Markovian form) as 
eq. (39) considered by Jones / 8_7, and actually includes some kind of non
linear renormalization. This can be- clearly seen in eq. 37 î 
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[ \ -Lt l l ] f (t) «IT» < L'(fc) U°(t,U) L'tt-*)> f ft-*) 

Their "local approximation method" consists in talcing into account the f i r s t 
n terms in the following expansion of the non-Markovian terms : 

« L (dT-s*H f(t) 

In their cosmic ray diffusion problem, L is zero and it is thus clear that the 
first local approximation (i.e. n = 1} already introduces another collision 
operator in 7(t - t). In this case the non-Markovian corrections thus appear 
as some kind of renormalization which goes beyond what is usually accepted as 
the QL equation. 

[VLcujfm = .tr<L'm [uo(t,f) L'ct'j] > f ft) (M) 

Let us stress that the Markovian approximation has been performed here {as 

usual) together with an additional approximation which specifies that CJgCt, t 1) 

does not act beyond L'(t') : this is the meaning of the bracket in (4-0). 

Contrary to what could be though-*, at first glance, eq. (HO) is not 

equivalent to eq. (39) (this means that the Markovian approximation is not 

fully compensated by the additional approximation). Let us evaluate the dif

ference. In the non-Markovian eq. (39) we have : .,, ,. _ 

. V t'w v / . * ^ -ffclMv.J 

1 EU-(U')y-,f]. I^-Ct'tjv] 

which is different fron 

[U'U,V)L,Ct']J--îvE[£-ft-t')vit'].l 

(41) 

CM) 

As exolained in / 12_7- the 2 . t e r m * n (41) gives rise to a non-Markovian £ 

term in the QL equation for inhoraogeneous systems, in addition to the usual 

diffusion tern in velocity space : 

ft.t»]F«-Vl>VE-i]F CO (13) 
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where 

^ ' -/.#. "" " (45) 

This E term has been shown to give significant contributions to perturbed or
bits appearing in .the renormalized QL description, even for homogeneous systems 
/~7, 12_7 (ft). It has also been shown that F contributions to the perturbed tra
jectories represent significative contributions to the asymptotic trajectories 
for times long compared with the correlation time x /~18_7-

" Uvea when this £ term is of order T 2» it represents however a non-
vanishing correction to the Harrovian approximation. Such terms are implicitly 
involved in the QL equation (13) of Jones /~8_7, but the present note allows 
to. check in a.direct way that it represents a genuine non-Markovian correction. 
Consequently, the so-called "strictly Markovian" expansion presented by Jones 
£~8_7 actually involves non-Harkovian. contributions which are systematically 
included in a consistent way at each order. The explanation of this misunder
standing could be the interaction representation used by Jones, in which the 
important Uo(t'» t) propagator has been included in a modified fluctuating 
Vlasov operator L (see 7). Ve think that this imprecise use of the Markovian 
property could introduce misleading interpretations, 

VI - DISCUSSION 

Another example of such misleading understanding of the Markovian 
property in plasma turbulence can be found in the work of Pelletier ^~19_7 
where the existence of an apparently Markovian form for the kinetic equation 
(33) is restricted to the case of a white noise stochastic process (eq. (10) 
in /~19_7) for which the mass operator 

* Such terms already appeared in Weinstock's work, probably, for the first 
time, in a non-linear description of ion acoustic instability / 1"*_7 where it 
has even been shown that these £ terms describe the dominant_contributions. 
These terms have also been invoked in cosmic ray diffusion /~15_7, as well as 
for saturation of parametrically excited Langmuir waves where they become 
dominant for sufficiently long wavelengths / 16, IV_?. 
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Mt,f - ^ L " ' M & A , t ' t , , b L ' n , , > P«) 
reduces to a delta "function" in time. Here the apparently Markovian equation 
is restricted to a Markovian stochastic approximation. It is then abusively 
concluded that the group property of the propagator V* / 5, 7_7 only holds for 
this restricted white noise case. This is obviously a sufficient but not a 
necessary condition. It has been further concluded by Pelletier / 19_7 that 
taking finite correlation time effects (like F terms in simple cases) would not 
be very significant because it is argued that out of the white noise case 
(T » 0, i.e. when QL description is exact "̂*20_7)» the theory would break down 
because of the absence of a group property for V in a non-Markovian case. We 
strongly disagree with such assertion. Beside an imprecise treatment of asymp-
toticity in his propagators £ 19.7» this misleading conclusion of Pelletier is 
due to the meaning given to the "Markovian case" which is restricted by him 
to the white noise case. Further discussion concerning the physical meaning of 
the group property, the asymptotic propagators and the non-Markovian contribu
tions in the asymptotic trajectories can be found in / 18^7-

VII - CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the general kinetic equation for plasma turbulence can be 
written in two equivalent forms from (33) and (31), the latter being explicitly 
non-Harkovian in the sense that the evolvtior. of f*(t) is given in terms of T(t* J 
at an earlier time» the former being apparently Markovian. One thus has to be 
very precise when speaking about Markovian or non-Markovian property of a given 
equation. 

In our kinetic description, it is rather easy to go from one form to 
the other, because f*(t') is simply given by a propagator V(t(, t) acting on 
f(t). In other descriptions /~6, 8y the nan-Markovian form can however be shown 
to be equivalent to a Markovian form by introducing the inverse of some opera
tor (see Section III). One has thus to be very careful in defining a "Markovian" 
or "adiabatic" approximation* Strictly speaking the definition of the Markovian 
approximation is to put V*(tf, t) = 1 in the expression (34) of the collision 
operator, which means to approximate f"(t') by f"(t). Usually in plasma turbulen
ce this Markovian approximation is performed along with a supplementary appro
ximation which specifies that B ^ B does not act beyond L r(t r). As explained' 
in / 12_?, there is of course some cancellation between these two approximations. 

* 
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In lowest order approximation (in L* for instance) the non-Markovian 
terms are described by 7(t f, t) * Uo(t', t) j taking this propagator into 
account at the right side of the collision operator is thus equivalent to keep 
non-Markovian corrections. As Jones used an interaction representation where 
the propagators U(j are hidden in modified L 1, he claimed / 8_7 that his expan
sion was "strictly Markovian". This terra is misleading, because it is only in 
an-apparently Markovian form and involves actually non-Markovian corrections 
(in the sense defined above) which appear to give significative contributions 
to asymptotic perturbed trajectories in renormalized theories of plasma tur
bulence /~7, 18, 21, 22, 23_7, 

~~ •• The important point is that, even on exact master equations like 
(2, 12, 1"+, 16 and 24) the non-Markovian dependence can be formally eliminated 
by using some inverse operator (in kinetic theory : a propagator). This can be 
performed by formal methods like those used by Fulinski and transposed here to 
plasma turbulence problems, or by simple methods like those of Section V. But 
it is important to remember the physical meaning of formal operators which can 
Hidden-the non-Markovian corrections. These corrections have been recalled here : 
they are specially important in perturbed trajectories involved in many renor
malized descriptions of plasma turbulence. 



APPENDIX A 

Let us derive the evolution equation for g ' ( t ) . From (20) : 

From (21, 23) we have 

•bè<C(fc)= L'Wfl +I(fc)Cfc) 4-2>L'Ct)C«r) -<Z(k)£L(t)*&lV))is2) 

because /[~23_7 i 

\ , v U.t) = - v (t,f) [LC*) * e-W] u 3 ) 

Equation (Al) can thus be written as 

\ j'ft) . LftJ ^'ft) - <tlt) < L'(fc) 3'lt)> <*.„, 

which appears to be an homogeneous equation leading to the solution (27). 
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